
Superior sausages demand excellent casings 
As an experienced specialist in natural sausage casings, CTH can deliver products perfectly tailored 
to your individual sausage. We offer a complete range of safe, natural, and versatile sheep casings 
of the finest quality. Available in a full range of calibers, our sheep casings come in different quality 
grades for every kind of sausage: from fine emulsion productions, such as frankfurters, to course 
grades such as Chipolatas, Merguez, or breakfast sausages.
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Sausages with a perfect bite, taste, and look 
If you want your sausages to have the perfect look, bite, flavor, and 
aroma – making them irresistible to consumers all around – our sheep 
casings are a natural solution. The unique properties of CTH’s sheep 
casings – the result of careful material selection and the best, 
time-tested processing methods – will make your sausages a 
mouthwatering experience.

The strictest quality guidelines 
To make sure our casings are fully safe, we source our raw materials 
under very strict procurement procedures. Our casings are all derived 
from healthy sheep, inspected, and approved for human consumption. 
We select the casings at our production site, where our skilled workers 
carefully inspect and process them according to strict quality guidelines 
and in compliance with HACCP, BRC, and IFS quality standards. 

Safe, clean, and natural  
Today, consumers prefer natural products, free from artificial 
chemicals: it strengthens their confidence that what they’re eating or 
serving their families and friends is totally safe. With only salt added, 
the sheep casings we deliver are free from all chemicals, foreign 
elements, mucosa, and any other parts of the intestinal tract.
They are clean and fresh, with a natural color and odor.
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Perfect for your production
Our sheep casings are suitable for both automatic filling lines and 
smaller productions. For the former, we offer a long-stranded material 
on easy tube, specifically prepared for a fast and secure application 
into your factory line; for smaller-scale operations, we supply smaller 
units in vacuum bags or buckets. Furthermore, we pack and process 
our sheep casings however you want to receive them. From standard 
big barrels to smaller units, we aim to make your processes as 
efficient as possible.

Product information 

Sheep casings 
We provide a full range of strictly selected calibers of long-stranded 
material suitable for all kinds of automatic filling lines. Our experience, 
expertise, and close cooperation with customers enable us to offer 
tailored, ready-to-use solutions, such as easy-fill bundles, casings in 
vacuum bags, or casings on soft or hard tubes.

• Strictly selected, full caliber range from 16/18 to 28/+ mm

• Different quality grades from A to BC

• Dry salted bundles or soft and hard tubes 

• Ready-to-use material; easy-fill bundles in vacuum bags

• Standard bundles with a length of 100 yards (91.4 meters, 1 hank)

• Tailor-made according to our customers’ specifications

Caliber availability

16/18 mm 24/26 mm

18/20 mm 26/28 mm

20/22 mm 28/+ mm

22/24 mm

Quality General product application

A Fine emulsion (Frankfurter)

AB Ground course emulsion (chipolata)

BC Ground course emulsion (dry sausage)

The Netherlands Bolderweg 38 1332 AW Almere +31 (0)36 53 22552 sales@cth.biz cth.biz
Germany Fallenriede 4 D-49451 Holdorf +49 (0)5494 98 0200 salesgermany@cth.biz

About CTH: CTH is part of Darling Ingredients, world’s largest producer of sustainable natural ingredients. The roots of Darling Ingredients 
go back to 1882 and over the years expanded its business to building up a wide range of products and services around the world.


